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I. Project Setting

A. Background. Formed from within in 1967, ASEAN has slowly and
steadily evolved the means and mechanisms for intra-regional
cooperation anc exchange in matters of mutual Interest to its member
countries. The approach has been to carefully work for consensus
approaches to common concerns. To this end, standing committee
structures have been.e',.tablhshed, including the Committee on Science
and Technology (COST), Committee on Trade and Tourism (COTT),
Committee on Industry, Mining and Energy (COIME), among others.

In Parch of 1982, the COIME presented a proposal for ASEAN-U.S.
cooperation in the small and medium business sector. The proposal
was for $100 million of assistance including: (i) support for joint
ventures and sub-contracting; (ii) capital assistance for credit and
related uses; (III) transfer of appropriate technology; and
(iv) equipment donations. The prnposal led to series of meetings and
negotiations between COIME, Agency and State Department officials,
both in Washington and the field. A Working Group was established
to advance the proposal. In October of 1982, the Working Group
sponsored a seminar presentation by Dr. Joseph Stepanek, an expert in
East Asian business and industry affairs, who endorsed the rationale
for proposed assistance to small and medium enterprises in the region.

These efforts have maintained momentum for the project as well as
helped refine the initial proposal. One refinement was the decision
that, given AID resource limitations, the proposed capital assistance
elements would have to come from other, larger donors. The Asian
Development Bank (ADB) has expressed interest in so providing (see
Other Donors section below).

In March of 1983, and as a logical next step in the process, the
Agency entered into detailed field discussions with appropriate ASEAN
institutions in order to develop the PID. The emphases of the
discussions were to further refine the project concept, identify
implementing agencies and prepare preliminary cost estimates. Both
ASEAN and U.S. participants in PID preparation find the proposed
project to nave a logical and top priority place within the framework
and strategy of ASEAN-U.S. cooperation for development.

B. Strateoy. The U.S. assistance strategy is to be as forthcoming and
responsive to ASEAN proposals as policy and budgetary considerations
permit. One kcy policy criterion is that proposals be based on clear
regional needs and rationales. In accord with Agency priorities, the
ASEAN program is stressing institutional development and technoloqy
interchange among the member countries. Training and technical
assistance have been ano continue to be the largest uses of funds.
ihe Agency sub-strategy for institutional development with ASEAN is
to support regional entities that: emerge organically and
legitimately from within; are non-e-(clusive and conoz,,sds-or4.ented
rather than combative; relate zo existing institutions; and are
developmental in broad terms. Support to bureaucratic
superstructures is thu 3 avoided.
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The proposed project flows from this policy and strategy framework.
In addition, it will be the first project in the program to channel
resources directly to private sector producers as well as the first
to explicitly incorporate a policy studies and research element.
Further the Small and Medium Business Improvement Project is designed
as an initial intervention that will help identify and lead to
additional assistance and investments downstream. A "rolling"
sub-strategy for assisting the region's small/medium business sector
is thus envisioned. It will help meet a key challenge to the ASEAN
program -- which is to increase its impact on developmental problems
and constraints -- as well as promote ASEAN-U.S. commercial
cooperation.

C. Other Ooiors. As noted above, the ADB is expected to assist with the
kinds of capital assistance requested in the initial ASEAN proposal.
The Bank plans to soon initiate a region-wide study of the small an"
medium industry sector. AID has offered to assist the study by
providiny a consultant for the Bank's team.

The World Bank (iORD) has made Structural Adjustment Loans (SALs) to
both the Philippines and Thailand. With these loans, the IBRD
provides expert technical advise on a range of difficult and
sensitive issues, e.g. import and interest rate policies, exchange
rates, etc. The oroposed project does not overlap with such efforts,
nor with ongoing International Monetary Fund (IMF) discussions, e.g.
in Indonesia.

The preliminary project design also reflects careful attention to the
need for bilateral donor coordination, especially by the implementing
agencies. For example, project assistance to the Asian Institute of
management (AIM) will not duplicate planned assistance from the
Private Enterprise Bureau (PRE). (See Attachment D hereto for a
summary of the AIM proposal to PRE.) Similarly, assistance to
Technonet will not conflict with the support that institution is
receiving from Canada and Japan.

At the same time, care must be taken to avoid overlap with AID's
ongcing and planned bilateral projects in the private and small
ente:prise sectors. (Ongoing projects include plivate sector
projects in both Indonesia and Thailand, while planned projects
include the Central Java Enterprise and Small and Medium Enterprise
proposals in Indonesia and the Philippines respectively.)
Implementing agencies and beneficiaries under the proposed project
have been selected with the objective of complementing bilateral
efforts very much in mind. Still, intra-AID coordination is an open
concern that will be continually observed throughout the detailed
design and implementation of the project.
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I. Sector Problem and Constreints*

A. Problem. In the ASEAN countries labor, particularly unskilled labor,
tends to be abundant while capital and energy are scarce. The
combined labor force of ASEAN members is growing at a faster rate
than the overall population which now exceeds 250 million. Taken
together, these factors present a considerable challenge for
sustainable employment generation.

As noted in its initial proposal to AID, the ASEAN countries
recognize the small and medium business sector as having najor
potential for meeting the job-creation challenge. Large-scale
industrics tend to be capital-intense, while light or smaller
industries tend to be labor-intense and capital-efficient, allowing
the coverage of more enterprises and employment by the scarcer factor
of production. The work of Dr. Samuel Daines and others identifies
further economic benefits associated with smaller-scale enterprises,
e.g. they tend to use locally available raw materials and link
closely to primary producers.

In brief, ASEAN planners know these advantages to small industry
growth. They are visible to the naked eye in "little dragons" nearby
(e.g. Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan) which are demonstrating that
industrial strength is the basis for a nation's ability to prcvide
for its people, including its disadvantaged and needy. In part, the
request for assistance recognizes a challenge beneath the challenge.
It is to provide the small and medium business sector with equal
access to the resources It needs for growth.

B. Constraints. Constraints to more rapid growth and development of
ASEAN's small and medium business sector vary, of course, from
country-to-country. But they generally relate to policy,
tecnnological and managerial issues.

1. Policy. Policy constraints can cover a range of macro-level
concerns such as exchange rate regimes, levels of protection
afforded a country's "modern", large-scale industrial sector,
other forms of subsidy, the content and magnitude of public
sector budgets, interest rates, credit policies and channels and
so forth. As noted above, the IBRO and IMF are "policy-active"
in the ASEAN region, e.g. the former with its SAL operations in
the Philippines and Thailand, the latter with discussions and
negotiations in Indonesia and elsewhere. These efforts are
bilateral rather than regional in nature. AID support and

*This rapter is based on (i) the October-1982 seminar by
Dr. Stepanek, (ii) analytical .oAk and papers prepared by
the World Bank and AID as well as (il) information
Jeveloped during the joint ASLAN-USAID work in March
3f 1983 to prepare this PID.
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participation in them is thus more properly accomplished through
our bilateral USAIOs in the ASEAN countries. Credit availability
and collateral requirements are viewed as a constraint. As noted
above, the ADB is expected to address this need.

Certain policy issues, however, are regional in character. One
is the ASEAN effort to establish industrial complementation
schemes. Another concerns interest rates in trade finance. The
latter issue is important to the private ASEAN Finance
Corporation (AFC)* which was founded in May of 1981 by the ASEAN
Banking Council. One of the AFC's initial efforts is to
establish a seconr.ary market facility for ASEAN Banker's
Acceptances (A8As) to provide liquidity for and encourage growth
in intra-regional trade. "Hitches" remain to be worked out, e.g.
the difficulty associated with inter-country differentials in
interest rates on export credit which affect the attractiveness
and structuring of a secondary market facility.

The project will support practical study and research designed to
help resolve such policy-related concerns. Specific research and
interchange designed to encourage cooperation between the ASEAN
and U.S. business sectors is also planned.

2. Techn 1ogical. Technological constraints facing the sector are
complex. They involve not only issues of access (channels and
transfer mechanisms) but also of appropriateness (relative
capital-efficiencies) and adaptability in the small to medium
size firm. Industrial technology is extremely diverse. Even
within a type of business like metalworking, the choices and
options for production are considerably more numerous than they
are in respect to, say, techniques and practices associated with
the production of one agricultural crop. (This is partly why
public sector agricultural extension services are often
successful while public sector industrial extension services
rarely are; the former do not need to manage as much variance and
diversity as the latter to be effective.)

Further complicating the matter is the firm's periodic,
competitive need to improve and upgrade its production
capabilitics in response to technological change and to changes
in comparative advantage. For instance, generally widening wage
differentials between Southeast and South Asian countries are

*The AFC is based in Singapore. Its broad objectives are (i) promotion
of '. dustrial development, (ii) promotion of intra-regional trade,
(III) promotion of fLiancial cooperation within ASEAN, and
(iv) mobilization of financial resources. President I.im Ho Hup
and his staff of 20 are secking to oevelcp the operational means
needed to cdvance t lse obj2ctives
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compelling the former to Increasingly search for better and more
productive technologies with which to survive. ,lain, this helps
explain ASEAN's request for assistance.

The project pronoses a modest but systematic approach to
technology. It will strengthen and use a network arrangement
capable of helping identify and respond to specific technology
demands and needs with the expertise sought.

c. Managerial. Managerial needs in ASEAN's small and medium
business sector include both general skill-building in functional
areas such as accounting and finance, production, marketing,
employee development and so forth. More specific needs relate to
the identificatioi, assessment and adaptation of new
technologies. Of course the mix of these needs varies from
country to country anC even from sub-sector to sub-sector.

The project approach to managerial needs oarallels that to
technological needs. It is to identify them up close,
on-the-ground and respond to them with appropriate expertise and
training as directly as possible. Again, established networks
will be strengthened and used for these purposes.

III. Project Description

A. Coal and Purpose. Attachment A hereto contains the Preliminary
Logical FrameworK. As shown, the project is designed along a
continuum of goals and purposes. Its primary goal is to increase the
growth of ASEAN's small and medium business sector. Thin will
contribute to higher level, soclo-economic goals such as increased
employment and incomes as well as improved standards of living anong
the poor.

The project purpose is to Improve and increase the level of services
and resources availbble to the sector on an AEFAN-wide basis.
Intermediate to thls prIncipal purpose is an organizational objective
of strengthening the capacitic of participating institutions and
networks to serve the sector.

A. Project Elements. Two project elements will contribute to
achievement of' the project purpose as described below.

1. Studies and Research. As noted in section IIB above, the project
will suoport practical study and research oriented to the
resoluDn J specift issues and proulems. One example may be
helping the AFC to cpera~lonalize its proposed ABA market
facility. AEAN interest has also been expressed in
evaluatinl/reviewing the oerformance to date of' tradinq companies
established in .. uiQ)er countries. Thc ioea is to develop specific
recc.mmendations for upera ticjnl i, proveriint. Trudini companies
are recognized is i for,7 0or coMMn,ercial orfanization flaving
considerable potential for serving the small and medium basiness
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sector, e.g. with marketing and banking services. Trading
company experience and lessons learned within the wider East Asia
region -- e.g. in Korea, Taiwan, Japan (with sogo sohas) --
might be reviewed as well.

In this connection, the ASEAN private sector is nroposing
creation of an ASEAN Trade and Investment Ccrporation. The plan
is to incorporate it in Singapore in mid-1983. This Corporation
may need some focussed, pragratic assistance, e.g. to plan its
promotional effort among the small and medium trading sector,
coordinate with the AFC, etc. In brief, promising new
institutions and approaches to Intra-regional trade and
investment are emerging In the ASEAN region and particularly from
the private sector. They create both needs and opportunities for
appropriate 3scistance toat can benefit the small and medium
business sector through access to new resources and services.

As also noted in section IIB, practical research and interchange
to encourage cooperation between the ASEAN and U.S. business
sectors will be supported. One example is the role cf U.S.
trading companies, many of which are forming up under the 1982
Export Trading Corpany Act and many of which will be both ouying
and selling in the ASEAN reQion. Specific operational studies
may be useful, e.g. setting up for business with ASEAN, ways and
means of transferring needed technology, joint venture and
licensing practices, sub-contracting arrangements, etc. Again,
the trading co:rpany form nf crvnercial organization holds promise
for providing cornonly-needed services to the small and medium
industry sector as well as potential for "rtually benefitting the
source countries.A

Finally, this project element will help detcrmine and define
downstream assistance ana investment recuirements. The project
approach is to continue assisting the h'EAN small and medium
business sector on a "rolling" basis as noted in section IB above.

It is planned that the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies
(ISEAS) in Singapore will have primary responsibility for the
management of this element. ISEAS is well-connected with both

OFor exlpP,, Korea's small to medium enterprise sector nas
historically berefitted from the technologies and nr3'LLivn
processes iw{,arted through contacts with tracers. In the

second case, It is worth noting that two large Japanest! trading
companies have lately been among the top 10 exporters from the U.S.
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the region's public and private sectors and is judged capable of
defining, coordinating and conducting tie studies and research
with other appropriate institutions. An initial commitment of
$500,000 to this project e)ement is reasonable. During detailed
design, refinemert of the criteria, methodology and procedures
for using study and research funding will be treated.
Preliminary data on cost estimates are contained in Attachment B
hereto.

2. Technology Transfer and Training. As noted in section IIB, the
project will define and help neet localized needs for technology,
teohnical know-how and training in the ASEAN member countries.
The idea is to help equalize the sector's access to the resources
it needs for growth -- capital, foreign technology, essential
Imported raw nriterials, consulting skills, etc. -- resources that
are commonly available to and used by the modern large scale
industrial sector.

It is expected that Technonet Asia, with headquarters in
Singapore, will conrdinate this project element. Technonet is
comprised by () an outreach system of Industrial Development
Officers (IDOs) and participating agencies located in each ASEAN
country and (ii) a network of affiliations with technical
institutions around the world. The entity is structured to:
transmit information about technical and training needs "as
found" and identified in ASEAN's small and medium business
sector; and res:lond to those needs with the resources of its
affiliates. For these organizational reasons, Technonet is
judged an appropriate coordinator and implementing agency.

Technonet receives annual financial support for its core budget
from the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). Other
donors include or have included the Japanese International
Cuoperation Agency (JICA), Appropriate Technology International,
agencies of the United Nations, etc. For purposes of this
project, Technonet's need is not for core budgetary support but
for special resources to expand and improve its operations and
coverage in the ASEAN cruntries.

a. Technology Transfer. Working through its outreach syntem
of 10Os and participating agencies in each ASEAN country,
Technonet will identify technical needs and locate the
appropriate expertise either from within its network of
affiliates or outside, e.g. the International Executive
Service Corps (IESC). During the ASEAN-AID PID preparation
effort, the teem visited two participating agencies -- the
Economic Development Board of Singapore and the Institute
for Small-Scale Industries of the UnLversity of the
Philippines -- who will help contluct the grassroots work
with 'he small and medium business sector. While both
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agencies have o igoing programs, each could identify
specific tecnnical needs among their business-clients, e.g.
techniques for electroplating, manufacturing tools and
dies, etc., and each was interested In the proposed project
as a way of meeting those needs.

Beside specific technical respcnses to sector needs
identified by ICcs and ASEAN participating agencies, the
project will advare other cJectives for sector
development. For example, onu approach will be to seek
opportunities for closer interaction between large and
target small and medium enterprises. In theory at least,
both groups can gain through:*

(I) Subcontracting of componets,
large to small and small to
large.

(ii) Product selection and design
by large 'or manufacture in
small.

(III) Assesnsient of ap rcpriate
technology by large for small.

(iv) Tutelage contrcts for
management and technical
services, large to smali.

While the difficulties of "brJnging off" such arrangemnts
are not to be understimated, ** the project will make
resouices available for the effort. Technonet will make
similar efforts to promote private seccor sales or
transfers of appropriate technology, licensing
arrangemerts, etc. The studies and research element is
planned t) help ioentify means and mechanisms for such
approaches.

*From a recornmndation by Dr. Stepanek.

*'For instance, certain pre-conditions are necessary for significant
levels of bub-contracting to occur, e.g. the existence of wage
differentials between larqer and smaller firms, a certain
willingness and trust between the parties and so forth.
Further, investment fundirg for such arrangexcnts is required
anu would need be fcund from ncn-project scurces.
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b. Training. Closely related to the above technology transfer
activity will be shr-t-term training courses that respond
to small and mediu i Luziness need:. Technonet has proven
capacity to design and condu:t such courses in the ASEAN
region, again, drawing on its outreach system and network of
affiliates to put Jt together. It specializes in short
courses on topics of local interest ranging from
entrepreneurial development to technical SLoJect matter.

Beside Techncnet, it is planned the Asian Institute of
Management (A.I.M.) will provide training under the
project. A.I.M. specializes in short-term management
courses in problem solving and decision making, peoplc and
systems, money and systems, and managerial processes. The
Institute has also developed some industry-speciiic short
courses (e.g. in banking) and is Improving its curriculum
by adding new technology and technical adaptation content.
Moreover, AIM is currently studying business practices
among the overseas Chinese with a view to learning and
adapting such practices for purposes of a greater Asian
mode and content in the tr3ining. rhese curriculum
improveme2nts will be incorporated into both the long-term
degree programs and the short-term, month long courses
which have proven popular and ir demand around the region.

The mix of Tectnonet and AIM short-term training will be
determined during detailed project design. Both institutions are
judgeo appropriate for inclusion in the project as both offer
unique approaches appropriate to the small and mediun business
sector.

Some $750,000 of project resources are tentatively budgeted for
technology transfer actiity described above, while $1.25 million
Is povisionally reserveo for trainir.g activities. This
illustrative allocation of resources will be reviewed during
detailed deb!cr work. See Attachment B hereto for preliminary
cost estimates.

C. Prelimlnry BWdret. In addition to the above funding allocations,
$150,UUO is proviced for a foreign nation3l personal services
contractor to help manage and coordinate the mlti-institutional
project. Accordingly, the preliminary budget for the initial three
year project period is as follows:
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,Preliminary Project Budget

(inUS$00)

Sources of Funds
Uses of Funds -'AID AAN TOTAL

1. Studies/Resea=ch 500 500

2. Technology Transfer/Training

- Technology Transfer 750 750
- Training 1,250 1,250

3. Contract Coordinator 150 150

4. Operating/Supporting Costs 900 900

Again, refer to attachment 8 hereto for the bases of these
preliminary cost estinates.

0. Expected Impact. Principal outputs of this Initial three year Smail
and Kadium HusLness Improvement Project wilLl include: practical
studies and research completed and applied; technical and know-how
needs ioentlfied and responded to; training reeds similarly
Identified and responded to; and the spin-off indication of follow-on
needs for asjistance to and investments in ASEAN's small and medium
business sector. Some of the downstream assistance and investment
requirements are expected to be suitable for AID support, while
others may be appropriate for other donors. Too, it is expected that
thL project will identify approaches and actions the ASEAN countr.es
can take on their account without need of external support; such a
showing of the w3y to self-help would be a key indicatoe of project
Success.

Tte planning and research element will be practically oriented and
sup-ortive of the tecnnology and training element, e.g. by
potentinllv assisting activities to facilitate intra-reglonal trade,
deeper coverage by the trading wompany form of cimmercial
organization, etc. Takern together, the two project elements will
help expand and increase the nccess of ASEAN's small and medium
business sector to the resources it needs for growth.

IV. Feasibility Considerations

A. Social. The proposed project is appropriate in the A3EAN
soco-cultural context. Implementinr agencies are indigenous to the
region. Private sector participants -- beneficiaries will avail
themselves of projtct-supported opportunities on a strlctly voluntary
basis.
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Primary bereficiaries will be small to medium size entrepreneurs,
their employees arid the families of them. Definitions of the size of
participating firm will Oe explored during detailed oroject design.
However, flexilility will be needed here as, in the regional picture,
definitions of small and medium size firms vary from country-
to-country. For exzmple, Singapore defines small enterprises as
having up to $1.0 million in fixed assets, with medium-size
enterprises as having from $1.0 million to $2.5 million. Size
definitions will likely run smaller than that Ir, other ASEAN
countries. In this context, efforts will be made during detallcd
design to structure part of the service delivery of technicil
know-how and, particularly, training Co benefit 'he Informa) sector
of micro-enterprises.

Other beneficiaries will include officers and employees of the
implementing agencies, namely SEPS, Technoret and AIM. It is
further anticipated that U.S. private sectoz entities may benefit,
e.g. the newly formed trading compinias along with 3ffiliated
producers and buyers and sellers to them. KterlalizatifA of these
benefits, however, will depend on some factors exogenous to the
project (e.g. the extent of interest and presence 'n tli region of
such entities) and efforts to quantify such benefits would be
hazardous.

B. Technical. As nnted in the above discussion of ccnstraints,
technological development In the small and medium bsin.ss' or
industry sector Is a complex matter. There is "no easy way" as one
Eastern adage woulrl state it. A variatinn of this theire was stated
by an official iiterviewed during the ASEAti4-AID PIP development
effort. While acknowledging the need for newv technology and
know-how, he emphasized that "We're developing the best way %e know
how." Not all of the desired te-hnology ard know-how Is available
due to competitive practices of protecting trade and prccessng
secrets.

To repeat, the project takes a modest but practical approtch of
trying to link up d!Lf-anders of technical Information with suppliers
of It. One important task In project preparation will be assessing,
to the extent feasible, the types of technology and kncw-hoo for
which there Is a felt need. A rather wide range of technic-il
interests were noted during PIm prcparation. Interest was expressed
In electro-platinn, precision machining, printing, color scanning,
tocls and dies, bakery products, etc. For thic reason, no rigid
criteria as to class of participating bJslness or industry are reemed
appropriate. The project's socio-eccnomic goal should be kept firily
in mind as should the Inherent limitations of top-down planning.
(One ASIAN official told the PI0 team that our country sees no need
for a five year plan; things keep changing and we have to adjust!)



C. conomic. This is a technical,, rather than capital, assistance
project.7 Ito thus, does not-lend1 itself to formal ppxoaches of

*quantitative, analysiso Rather , the project la econoi Justification 4

ret nits attributes of cos -aef fctiveness It -relieos: on
ln-iplace sector-basdd institutions and networ's that~r in
continual contact -ih ohdm~r ndpo~is ft&ia
services. Ljhis limits h ed~ltr v or oversa o- ecpenicle

asocaedwihproject activities .Jeprjc I'uged~
appropriate from a Comparative cost pes ti.

0. Sw 1rMW. The project Is bmnign with respect to anvironmetal;

ISSUle ttaU~ntC hereto contains the Initial Environmetl
E, ReeatEorineadLssons earne. A principal lesson learned

techna2 yraoterojcswt than Isto at Coabet
todmie (raha t bnuteaucatically) - oriented Institutionsfor ipmetation. The project's axectn agencies. -IS

Technonet and AIN - are all judged approwr late in this contevL
Further the poetis somewhat a pilot, experimental effort designed
to "learn-.by-dig and to identify~new assistance &i' nvestm~ent
noads in the process of implementation. The constant need forJ
alertness and a results orientation in implementation isperhap the
mai relevant lesson to be obsezved for. thi project,

V. -Prolect Admnistration.

A. -AENIoeetn cnls TheASAN M E DwIllprovide abroad
ovrv coinirrrevalat Ive function under-the project.
ExeceatiIgresponsibilties will bewith IEAS for the studies and

reeachelentowith Technnet for the WeMIONytransfe
activity and with both Technanet ad0 o h-tann ciiy
As noted a number of outreach agencies In each ASEAN country wil
also participate in the project* A kv" task durim dtailed design
work will be to clearly do"l coordinative relationshlps betwieen
these entities, financial anid fiscal rw414biltiest aW.

B. * The project will be coordinated by the ASEAN
Liasonoffce LD)based in Fanila supported by ' Nalt controller,

and procurement staff available 1n the region. To assi1st, a foreign
-- national PSC will behired and pos ybsdIn Singapore Wwere

of th- ipenting agowies, ISAS and Technonetp have their
headquarters. Durin proect cpsto henW exntadye,of implemetation supiport requred Chve AIP/V will be asssed an4
defined.

Z
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C. Oesiqn Schedule. It is anticipated the PID wl. be reviewed by the
APAC in April. Assuming approval, the detailti cesign effort should
be initiated forthwith. The ALO foresees need Cur participation of a
project daveloomnt officer and, possibly, a training specialist.
Participating ASEAN agencies will participate fully in project paper
preparation. This will assure a realistic detailed design as well as
help develop a sense of proprietorship that will encourage successful
project implementation.

VI. Policy Issues

No unusual policy issues are foreseen for this project. However, one
potential issue may come up. It is the extent to which countries
currently outside ASEAN might participate in the project. For exar;ple,
Brunei is expected to join ASCAN in 1984. While Burma is not expected
to join ASEAN any tire soon, it was previously invited to do so and
frequently attends ASEAN committee meetings in observer status. APAC
guidance is sought on this potential issue.



Attachment A

Preliminary Logical Framework

1. Goal

a. Socio-Economic:

(1) Improve living standards among the poor.
(ii) Increase employment and incomes.

b. Sector: Increase the growth of ASEAN's small and medium
business sector.

Principal Assumption: complementary capital assistance will
be made available by other donors or participating ASEAN
countries.

2. Purpose

a. Primary: Improve and increase the level of services available
to ASEAN's small and medium business sector.

b. Intermediate: Strengthen the capacity of participaitug
institutions and networks to serve the sector.

- Principal Assumption: Participating institutions will
continue to receivc support from other donors; planned
assistance will materialize, e.g. PRE to AIM.

3. Outputs

a. Practical policy and sector studies ir.entified, coLpleted
and applied.

b. Sector technical and know-how needs identified and responded
to with appropriate expertise; joint venture, sub-contracting
and licensing arrangements promoted and established.

c. Sector training and know-how needs identified and responded

to with appropriate courses.

d. Downstream assistance needs identified and advanced.

4. Inputs

a. Studies and Research - $500,000.

b. Technology Transfer and Training - $2.0 million

c. Contract Coordinator - $150,000

d. Operating/Support Costs - $900,000.
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Preliminary Cost Estimates

Cost estimates for the three-year Small and Medium Business Improvement
project are tentative and illustrative at this point. They will be
finalized during detailed design work. During PID preparation, potential
uses of the Study and Research Fund were identified totalling more than
60 percent of the amount budgeted. Potential uses of the Technology
Transfer and Training Fund were identified totalling nearly 100% of the
amount budgeted.

1. Tentative List of Studies and Costs

a. Asian Bankers' Acceptance Market (ABA) Study. General objective:
to help ASEAN Fiianct Corporation make the ABA more nerational and
effective. Estimated coat: $30,000 for three person-months of
advisory assistance ($10,000 per person month, including travel).

b. Study for Planned Asean Trade and Investment Corporation (ATIC.
General objective: to help this new institution become operational
and effective, e.g. plan promotional campaigns, coordinate efforts
with bilateral and other regional entities, etc. Estimated cost: $60,000
for six person-months of advisory assistance ($10,000 per person-
month, including travel).

c. Research of ASEAN-U.S. Economic Relations for Development.
General objective: to promote closer political, economic and
developmental relations between ASEAN countries and the U.S.
Specific foci: (i) trade relations between ASEAN and the U.S.;
(ii) U.S. investuent in ASEAN; (iii) determinants of ASEAN-U.S.
trade and investment; (iv) approaches to promote economic coop-
eration and schemes for increased trade and investment. Estimated
cost: $217,000. See ISEAS' preliminary proposal for this research
sub-project annexed to this Attachment B. (Note: the proposal will
be, of course, subject to negotiation/revision, e.g. by further
specifying policies and practical outputs.)

d. Other studies were tentatively identified during PID pre-
paration, e.g. a review of ASEAN country experienccs with trading
companies aimed at developing recommendations for improvement.
However, ouch studies are at a sufficiently preliminary stage
as to preclude meaningful statements about scope and estimated
cost.

2. Tentative List of Technology Transfer and Training Costs

a. Technology Transfer: $750,000. Managed by Technonet Asia,
this element will provide technical experts in response to
specifically-expressed needs of ASEAN's small and medium business
sector. Some 100 person-minths (at $7,500 each) were judged reasonable
over the initial three years.
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b. Training: $1.25 million. It is planned the training fund will
be allocated to short-term courses conducted by both Technonet and
AIM, with precise allocations determined in detailed desLSa work.
Technonet estimates the cost of a one-month course - in one country,
with 30 participants - to be $50,000, including costs of lodging,
per diem, etc. AIM estimates the cost of a one-month course -- in
one country, with up to 60 participants - to be $60,000, excluding
costs of lodging, per diem, etc.

For illustrative purposes at this stage, the training budget may
be allocated as follows:

(i) Technonet courses: 12 @ $50,000 - $600,000. (12 courses
would be one per quarter over three years and benefit
360 entrepreneurs.)

(ii) AIM courses: 5 @ $60,000 - $300,000
plus approximately equivalent participant costs - 300,000
(5 courses wou]d allow one per ASEAN country $600,000
and benefit up to 300 entrepreneurs.)

3. Contract Coordinator: $150,000. It is planned that a foreign
national consultant from ASEAN will be hired under a personal services
contract. This contractor will provide overall project coordination,
develop and maintain data for evaluation purposes, generally performing
such tasks as are necessary to prompt and effective monitoring, imple-
mentation and evaluation of the project. Estimated cost: three years
at $50,000 each, including travel.

4. 6perating/Support Costs. These will be fiuanced by the participating
agencies and will be detailed during preparation of the Project Paper.



Annex to Attachment B

Asean Economic Research Unit
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies
Hong Mui Keng Terrace
Pasir Panjang
Singapore 0511

'ASEAN-US ECONOMIC RELATIONS

A Research Propoual

The ASEAN Economic Research Unit of the Institute of Southeast

Asian Studies is undertaking and coordinating research in four main

areas: ASEAN cooperation and intra-ASEAN tradel PSEAN external

relational commodity problemsi and capital flows and monetary aspects.

In the field of external relations, the Unit is already undertaking a

series of res-arch projects, funded by various foundations and

agencies:

ASEAN-Japan Relations, funded by and in collaboration with'the
Japan Center for International Exchangel

ASEAN-EEC Economic Relations, funded by the Konrad-Adenauer
Foundation, West Germany#

ASEAN-South Asia Relations, funded by the Ford Foundation
(India), and in collaboration with the Indian Council for
Research in International Economic Rolations!

ASEAN-Korea Relations, in collaboration with and funded by the
Korea Institute for Industrial Economics and Technology.

In addition, the Unit is involved through the participation of Its

members in a number of other ASEAN external relations projects, i.e.

the ASEAN-Australia research project and a project on ASEAN-New

Zealand relations.

Japan, the US and the EEC are ASEAN'n main trading partners.

For this reason, the Unit considers it necessary to give priority to
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ASEAN economic relations with these three countries or areas in its

research focus . While extensive research projects are alrerdy under

way with regard to Japan and the EEC, it has not yet been possible to

find the necessary funds to initiate a research programme on ASEAN-US

relations. The following proposal develops the focus, the methodology

and the costs of such a project. While doing so, extensive use has

been made of the oxperience gained by the Unit in undertaking similar

projects in other areas.

1. D ackqround

Since its formation in 1967 the member countries of ASEAN have

been gradually working towards regional cooperation. This process was

accelerated in 1976 after the Bali Suzmnit of Heads of Governments.

Since then various schemes of economic cooperation have been put into

effect, including the ASEA.4 industrial projects, the ASEAN industrial

complementation bchemes, the preferential trading arrangements,

cooperation on energy, food, transportation and communications, as

well as joint approaches to external economic problems. With regard

to the latter, ASEAN has set up dialogues with its major economic

partners, i.e. Japan, U.S.A., Australia, New Zealand, the European

Community, etc.

ASEAN countries and the US have always had strong economic

links. More recently the strengthening of ASEAN an a regional group

of countries has led ASEAN to attempt to Improve the relationship

between the US and the ASEAN grouping as a whole. However, prelimi-

nary investiya.t ions by both sides have come up with more questions

than answers. More information and a better underrtanding among a



wider circle of people of the several aspects of the relationship will

therefore be very useful to ASEAN an well as the US. This research

and seminar project is expected to contribute towards the progress of

inter-regional -ooperation efforts between ASEAN and the US.

1.1 The Current Economic Relations between ASEAN ard the US

Facts and figures on international trade, investment and

foreign aid put the ASEAN-US economic relations in its proper perspec-

tive. In terms of trade volume, the US ranks second as a trading

partner of ASEAN. In 1980 the US took 17% of ASr.AN exports and pro-

vided nearly 15% of its imports. The comparable figures for Japan

were 26% and 21% and for EEC about 12% (both ways). While these sta-

tistics indicate the significance of the US to ASEAN in terms of

foreign trade, the reverse is not readily obvious since ASEAN accounts

for only 3% of US total exports and 5% of its .ports. However, ASEAN

supplies a significant portion of US imports of natural rubber (90%),

crude petroleum (10%), tin (70%), sugar (15%) and tea (15%). Two-way

trade between ASEAN and US increased by 400% or at a compound annual

growth rate of 8.7% during the period 1970-77.

71 ads with the US is important to all of the ASEAN countries,

but especially for Indonesia and the Philippines. Although the

ASEAN-US trade balance is in favour of ASEAN, bilateral relationships

indicate that substantial trade surpluses have been enjoyed only by

Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines. Thailand and ,singapore huve

had size&ble trade deficits with the US. This explains why inter-

national trade issues relating to better access to the US markets rank
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high in the ASEAN-US dialogues. The US, however, has not been willing

to give any major trade concessions to ASEAN, arguing that its oil

import bill from ASEAN oil exporters has shot up considerably. For

example, in 1977 USA's oil imports from ASEAN amounted to US$3.0

billion while its trade deficit with the region was US$3.7 billion.

This is the reason why Indonesia has been excluded from the US

Generalized Scheme of Preferences (GSP) enjoyed by other developing

countries.

Foreign investment is another area of interest in' ASEAN-US eco-

nomic relations. Foreign investment i- a very important source of

capital formation in ASEAN countries. Although it in ,difficult to

asse.ss the accuracy of available statistics for cross-country com-

parisons, they do provide some broad idea of the pattern of foreign

investment in the region. The US accounts for 18% of the total

foreign investment in ASEAN. This figure amcunts to 15% of total US

investment in dcvoloping countries. The share of the US in total

foreign investment is significant in all ASLAt; countries, especially

in the Philippines and Sinqapore, and while the US tops the list of

foreign investors in the Philippinea, it occupiec second position in

Indonesia and Thailand (after Japan) and third position in Malaysia

(after Jalpan and EEC). US subs diaries hold aubstantial interests in

petroleum, electrical products, chemcale and mining tndustries of the

region. Given the fear of ecor ic domination by Japan, ASEAN in keen

to encourage greater investmen frcm the US and both public and pri-

vate attempts have been t.ide to thin effect with' reasonably Vood suc-

cess.

i \~
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Apart from trade and investment, aid from the US is another set

of issues for discussion. The US is an important source of foreign

aid to the region. About 20% of the totai aid received by ASEAN comes

from the US. Of this, Indonesia gets 54%, Philippines 37%, Thailand

8% and Malaysia and Singapore only insiginificant proportions. In the

ASEAN-US dialogues, in addition to aid on a bilateral basis, aid to

ASEAN as a region has been sought. Grants and concessional credits

from various US agencies for the construction of infrastructure and

procurement of equipment and services for the regional industrial pro-

Jects and technical assistance have also been requested.

1.2 Future Economic Relations between ASEA1I and the US

The nature and level of international trade and investment bet-

ween ASEAN and the US will depend upon the development of the world

economy in general, of the Pacific economy in particular and espe-

cially of the economies of the US and ASEAN.

Projections by the World Bank indicate that due to atrong

inflationary pressures and volatile external payments situation the

recovery of the industrial countries from the 1974-1975 recession has

been slow and errati,:. It is predicted that the annual growth rate in

real terms in North America in the decade of the eighties will be in

the order of 3-4%. This growth rate is higher than the rate during

the seventie. but slightly less than that of the sixties and it is

also less than the 4.2% forecast for industrial countries as a whole

in the eighties. This gloomy prediction for the North American eco-

nomy will adversely affect ASEM4-US trade in two ways: it will slow

down the growth of importu of raw materials such as natural rubber,
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tin and sugars and it may lead to pressures for more protectionism

against manufactured exports from ASEAN. It is also unlikely that any

significant structural changes will occur in the US so that its inter-

nal and external constraints will 4e reduced and it can liberalize

trade.

Given that the predicted world economic environment is expected

to have a negative effect on ASEAN-US trade, the focus should be on

bilateral negotiations to offset at least part of thiu. It was preci-

sely with this objective that ASEAN initiated dialogues' with t3 US.

The first dialogue wan held in Manila in September 1977, the second in

Washington D.C in August 1978, and the third in Manila again in

September 1981. In the dialogues, ASEAN, posing as a "cor-on front",

asked the JS to liberaliza the tariff and non-tarifL barriers to trade

to provide free access to US markets for its exports of manufactures

and semi-manufactures. But the US has taken a hard-line stand. For

example, the US rejected the suggestion fo" a STABEX tyrPe scheme for

primary exports of ASEAN in favour of the Integrated Progiam for

Commodities of the U.CTAD. The US has n3 special trade policy with

ASEAN and the only major concession it has granted in the access to

special preferential tariffs under the ten-year US GSP iaunched in

January, 1976. The US GSP has benefited all ASEAN countries except

Indonesia, which was excluded from this privilege since it in a member

of OPEC. Furth!r dialogues seeking the inclusion of Indonesia in the

GSP scheme, broader coverage of items, adaption of leas restrictive

"competitive need" criteria and rbore liberalized and simplified "rules

of origin" in the US GSP should help promote ASEAN exports to the US.

It must also be pointed out that the US is the only industrial country
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in the world that bas not yet granted tariff cuts on the import of

tropicL1 productsas agreed upon in the Tokyo declaration on

Multilateral Trade Negotiations. The US wants a list o . "counter

contributiori9" before the tariff cuts are made.

In terms of inducing increased flows of US foruign investment

into ASEAN, the world and regional economic environment looks more

favourable. The slowdown of economic growth in thc UZS may encourage

US capital to seek higher return investments in ASEAN. Considering

the high growth r&tes of ASEAN countries and also the success of ASEAN

intra-regional preferential tariff agreements to reduce tariffs, more

US capit'il is expected to flow into ASE.N. Resides, ASEAN, consisting

of 237.1 millior people and having a GNP of US$97.20 billion, is a

market with a great deal of potential. Bilateral dialogues between

ASEAh and the US have been more fruitful in promoting investment than

trade flows, although the two are inter-related.

A study such as the one proposed here to examine the deter-

minants and inter-relationships between ASEAN-US trade and investment

flows will be of immense help in understanding and guid.ng f.,ture

ASEAN-US dialogues. Hence a project such as this appers justJfied in

terms of significance, relevance and timing.

2. Objective and Scope of the Research Project

The objective of the p.:oject is to promote closer political and

e4onomic relations between the member countries of ASEAN and the US.

This is to be achieved through increased knowledge about the two

regions including their potentials and future plans. Thur the imme-

diate aim of the-project will be to promote research on ASEAN-US

7-d
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economic relatiors by means of encouraging scholars in the two regions

to work together on issues which are relevant to ASEAN-US economic

relations. The focus of the project will be on trade, investment and

economic cooperation. Analyses are to be carried out ons

1. Trade relations between ASEAN and the USI

2. Investment of the US in ASEANI

3. Factors affecting ASEAN-US trade, and the US
investment in ASEANI

4. Economic cooperation in schemes promoting trade and
investment. I

Central to the theme is that foreign trade and foreign invest-

ment are inter-related, such that trade policies and investment poli-

cies cannot be considered independently of each other. A corollary

is that investment trends and policies of Japan and the US, as well as

other international developments, significantly influence the pattern

of trade between the two regions. An economic cooperation scheme, to

be effective in the long run, should promote better trade and invest-

ment relations between the two regions.

Another objective of the study will be to further academic

cooperation between scholars in the US and those of ASEAN, as well as

between scholars from different ASEAN countries. There is & tendency

for research in the ASEAN countries to be confined to the country of

origin of the researcher, and there is too-little interchange of

information, research ideas and methodology between scholars and

institutions within the ASEAN region. The same may be true to a

lesser degree amongst scholars of Southeast Asian studies in the US.

A research programira of the type proposed here will help to fost3r
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both competition of ideas and cooperation of scholars within and bet-

ween the two regions.

It is proposed that the re3earch programme should be planned

for .a three-year period. In each year four reseArchers from ASFAN and

four from the US will be assigned specific topics decided upon by the

Project Coordinator. Each of these studies will be presented at a

conference to which the paper-writers and other researchers working on

ASEAN-US relations will be invited. The first conference would be

held in Singapore, the second in the US and the third in a ,ountry of

the ASEAN region. Each researcher will submit the result of his

research in sufficient time for it to be circulated to the other con-

ference participants. After the conference, the paper-writers will be

requircd to revise their studies in the light of the discussions and

before publication. Publication of the results will be undertaken by

ISEAS in its publication programme. It is proposed to offer each

researcher an honorarium and to pay for direct research expenses as

and when incurred.

The Coordinator of the project will be required to travel

throughout the ASEAN region in order to select the appropriate scholars

for each researh assignment and to coordinate their work. It will be

useful if a counterpart of the ASEAN Coordinator could be found to

similarly coordinate the wzrk in the US. However, a US Coordinator

has not been provided for in the attached budget.

During the first conference, discussions will also be held on

the topics to be addressed in subsequant phases of the project. The

annual research and seminar theme could follow the following sequences

1 . ASEAN-US economic rel ations.

(*
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2. Economic changes in ASEAN and the US and impact on future
economic re) ations.

3. ASEAN-US econo:iic relations in the changing world economic
order.

The logic behind the proPosed sequence is that one should first

learn abou facts and figure , oa ASEAV-US economic relations before an

analysis is made of the changes taking place in the two countries.

Finally, the relationship is viewed in the global context, taking into

consideration the interdepence of the internatonal economy.

3. A Proposed Pregrarne for the Firnt Year

The prograzmne of the first year should provide a comprehensive

background for activities of the whole prograime. It should thus

include the follow topics:

1. The ASEAN-M-; tr.ide rel'tlon.J: An overview. An analytical

survey of trade relations between the two regions, makinq u:jo of %na-

lytical tools like the conutant.-lerklt-,,har, r'oe1, and elatitIcity

technique. Attempts will be n.ide to identify factors in both regiona

which may have affect,.i the tradt pattern.

Authors Aerican

2. The UMA inveritment in AeINAt. A A,,rvoy c, 13 US investment

in all ASEAI cotntrieu. A cct|parinm n will be tuade vIth Invoutslent

from other countrie In A,:;A1J. Invrntment will be clanrified in tor.m.

of broad sectors .nd hoAt couj.'.1v!,. A 411aiti(t IOUn will 1,0 Made bet-

we in "old irveutnert" and "new Inventrri-, . Corbce|jts utCh a4 thioa
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found in industrial organization theory and the product cycle will be

applied to explain the pattern of foreign investment.

Author: ASEAN

3. The US inorts of primary commodities from ASEAN. An ana-

lysis of the dependence of the US on ASEAN for selected primary com-

modities. A comparison will be made with other sources of these

imports. The potential growth cf primary commodity imports will be

based or the projected industrial growth in the US.

Author: American

4. ASEAN mantifactured exports in the US market. A survey of

the recent growth of ASEAN manufactured exports particularly to the US

market. specific factors leading to this development will be iden-

tified. An assessment will be made on the impact of protectionism in

the US on AV;Mi manufectured exports.

Author: SEAN

5. The US inventment and the transfer of technoley. An ana-

lysis of whether and how the US companies have transferred technology

to induantrien in ASrMA. Influences of tha technology in the sub-

sidiaries and local companies will be made.

Author: American
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6. Contractual arrangements in ASEAN-US joint ventures: a

case study. A few ASEAN-US joint ventures will be selected for an in-

depth study of the contractual arrangements. An assessment will be

made on the economic benefits to the US and ASEAN partners.

Author: ASEAN

7. Complementation of the US investment in ASEAN. An investi-

gation into the possibility of the complementarity of the US invest-

ment in ASEAN. The underlying hypothesis will be that the US projects

in ASEAN are complementary, and thus promote ASEAN industria- coopera-

tion.

Author: American

8. The trading system between ASEA14 and the US. An investiga-

tion into the conduct of trade between ASEAN and the US. The

questions will be on who handles trade, how ii is financed, etc.

Author: ASEAN

The second year topics may be on economic changes within the

region which will have effects on the economic relatxona between the

two regions. These may include the process of industrialization,

effects of new development strategies (on trade and investment), tech-

nological changes, wage and price inflation,etc. In tho third year

factors external to the two regions, but which may affect the bila-

teral relation:;, will be considered. The roles of Japan, the EEC,

Australia and other developing countries in affecting trade and

investment relations between ASIAN and the US will bo brought into the

46
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picture. 7n effect, this will be a study on the economic complemen-

tarity between ASEAN and the US, taking into consideration economic

developments in other regions of the world.

4. Timi q

&. project coordinator could be assigned to this project as soon

as fundix.3 becomes available. He would immediately set 3bout

selecting suitable researchers for the individual studies, so that the

project proper could get under way within a bout 2 months of the finali-

zation of funding arrangements.



5. Budget -atline

PHASE I: US$

Research Studies

Honorarium per researcher 2,000

Direct research expenses 500

2,500

i.e. for 8 studies 20,000

Conference

Travel for 25 participating scholars
(15 international, 5 inte'continental) 17,000

Per diem for 25 participants for

5 days @ 80: 10,000

Local transportation and hospitality 2,000

Copying, communications, rentals 2,000
31,000

Publication

Including editing, printing and
distribution costs 9,000

Coordination

Honorarium Coordinator 2,500

Travel Coordinator 2,500

Supplies, and secretarial 5,000 10,000

Total for 1st Phase 70,000

Total for 3 phases (including
7000 extra in Phase 2 for conference
in U.S.A.) 217,000

NB: Estimates are in 1982 prices and at 1982 Dollar exchange rates.
AdjuutmLnts may becomo necessary in the 2nd *and 3rd year of the
project.

1bCR/tsh

/
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